When Will the Blues Leave.................................................................................. Ornette Coleman
                Michael Bisio, bass, Michael Wimberly, percussion,
                Hui Cox, guitar, Bruce Williamson, saxophone

Snow Moon Piano Sonata-Mvt. II........................................................................... Damon Ferrante
                Joan Forsyth, Piano

Elegie .................................................................................................................... Igor Stravinsky
                Kaori Washiyama, viola

Waldesruhe (Silent Forest) Op. 68 No. 5 .......................................................... Antonin Dvorak
                Nathanial Parke, cello, Tony Lu, piano

Horse (2009) (excerpt from Quasar <> Lanterns) ........................................... Sergei Tcherepnin
                (Electronic)

Piano Sonata Op. 79 in G major "Cuckoo" 1st movement......................... Ludwig van Beethoven
                Yoshiko Sato, piano

Lamento della ninfa Part II from Madrigali dei guerrieri et amorosi............... Claudio Monteverdi
                Voices: Kerry Ryer-Parke with
                Tom Bogdan, Joe Tucker, Dane Whitman, Liam Dailey and Mowgli Gianniti
                Michael Chinworth, voice and piano, Nathaniel Parke, continuo

-INTERMISSION-

-Continued on back-
Percussion Duet ................................................................. Susie Ibarra and Michael Wimberly
    Michael Wimberly, Susie Ibarra, percussion

Folk Song (1977) .................................................................. Kitty Brazelton
    Kitty Brazelton, voice

Two Pieces from Five Piano Pieces (2013) ............................... Allen Shawn
    Jazz Scherzo No. 1
    Blumenstück (Flower Piece)
    Allen Shawn, piano

Pur ti miro from L'Incoronazione di Poppea .......................... Claudio Monteverdi
    Tom Bogdan, tenor, Kerry Ryer-Parke, soprano,
    Michael Chinworth, piano, Nathaniel Parke, continuo

Medley of Banjo Tunes: The Cuckoo/Pretty Little Dog .......... Traditional Appalachian
    John Kirk, banjo, Hui Cox, guitar

This Land is Your Land ......................................................... Woody Guthrie

Got My Mojo Working ........................................................ Preston "Red" Foster
    Matthew Edwards, piano, Bruce Williamson, saxophone, Kerry Ryer-Parke, voice and bass,
    Michael Wimberly, drums, John Kirk, fiddle